Makana Citizens Front

PEOPLE’S
MANIFESTO

1. Foreword
It is with great pleasure that on behalf of the
Makana Citizens Front (MCF) leadership
collective and the citizens of Makana, I
present this historic people’s manifesto.
In the life history of our beloved city, never
before have all citizens from all walks of life,
both black, white, ‘Colored’ and ‘Indian’
come together to support a united civic front
to contest elections.
All major stakeholders such as taxi
associations and various civic movements
have come together.
We are united in our diversity around one
common agenda of ensuring that we address the following urgent issues, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

rebuilding our city from the ruins of corruption
maladministration,
bad governance,
incompetent officials
nepotism and jobs for friends and politically connected
infrastructure decay,
paralysis by ANC internal rot
service delivery collapse.
crisis of haste and quality deficiency of leadership
crisis of water
sewerage spillages
corruption
rising unemployment rate

Kind regards,

Lungile Mxube
Makana Citizens’ Front interim convenor
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2. Makana Citizens Front’s vision and mission
2.1 Vision
Our vision is to build a water resilient and sustainable future city founded on the values of human
rights, human dignity, peoples’ democracy, inclusive growth, equal jobs and business opportunities
for all citizens of Makana.

2.2 Mission
Our mission is to bring back Makana as the capital city of international and African festivals
through restoring good governance and rule of law. To redress infrastructure decay, and clean up
municipal administration, and fix the potholes, sewerage spillages and the dirtiness of our city.
2.3. Objectives
One of our key objectives is to fix the broken municipal service delivery machinery and to
democratise the municipality so there is transparency in decision making, so there is community
involvement to restore public confidence, and to build a caring municipality, united and peoplecentred and people-driven. The MCF will fast track institutional transformation and development
to develop an integrated infrastructure master plan for the city and an integrated environmental
management plan. We will focus on revenue collection and financial viability of the municipality.
The MCF will build a good working relationship between the municipality and the business
community and will aim to attract more investors to the municipality. The MCF is focussed on
finding ways to address the very high unemployment rate of over 70% in Makana, to address mass
poverty and growing hunger and to promotes safer communities working with SAPS and
community structures in dealing with gender based violence against women and children.

2.4. Our core values
The MCF’s core values are honesty, integrity, transparency. We will ensure ethical leadership. The
MCF is anti-corruption and committed to a human rights culture and constitutionalism.
We are committed to building unity and social cohesion where both Black and white, Indian and
Coloured live together in neighbourhood set ups characterised by peace, harmony, security and
stability. We are committed to gender empowerment to achieve gender equality. We are
committed to the principle of a non-racial and integrated society. We are anti-xenophobic and anti
racial-polarisation.
The MCF will uphold professionalism and run a committed administration that delivers services to
the people efficiently, quickly and timeously. We will not wait for seven days when people report a
sewerage spillage.
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We will introduce a new culture of performance excellence with consequence management for
incompetence, laziness and gross negligence. The MCF will empower the mayor to take drastic
action against non-performers.
The MCF is community based civic movement that is politically non-aligned that is accountable to
the people. We are a non-racial organisation, democratic, anti-racist, people-centred and peopledriven organisation.

3. Background to the Makana Citizens Front (MCF)
The MCF was formed out of mass public meetings held from May 2021 onwards, after a successful
three day shutdown of Makhanda by residents and taxi associations. The shutdown followed a
crisis of several years. At the centre of the crisis is water.
The municipality has been in a virtual state of paralysis and collapse for about one decade. The last
time it received any accolades for service delivery was in 2005 when it had reserves of over R50
million. By 2014, it was bankrupt and owed over R150 million.
The municipality was placed under administration twice and Treasury developed a financial
recovery plan for the town, but all of this failed. Other interventions have included seconding
municipal managers from other municipalities and bringing in external chief financial officers.
These initiatives failed because corruption had become entrenched across all layers of the
municipality and it was impossible for outside administrators to implement the recovery plans.
In January 2020, the local community movement – Unemployed Peoples’ Movement (UPM)
brought the first ever successful High Court application in South Africa to have the municipality
dissolved on the basis that it had failed in its constitutional duty to provide even a basic level of
services to its residents. The organisations and people involved in this are all key players in the
MCF and have brought a wealth of research expertise and organising experience to the MCF, as
well as contributing their good reputations in the different communities of Makana.
Currently, the municipality has two additional High Court orders against it – one ordering it to take
immediate action to contain sewerage spills and the other ordering it to take immediate action to
clean up enormous piles of refuse found in the townships where the municipality refuses to
provide a regular garbage removal service. The municipality has ignored both of these High Court
orders. There are huge rat infestations in the city because of these garbage piles which residents
have to occasionally burn – causing further health hazards.

4. Stakeholder Engagement and support for their interests
The Makana Citizens Front is committed to working with all stakeholders and to supporting them
including but not limited to, the following:
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• Non-governmental organisations – we shall support all NGOs that are involved in many
social activities and programmes such as those who are supporting victims of gender-based
violence, child headed families and single parents who are facing the daily hardship of
poverty and a grinding unemployment rate. We will support anti-crime campaign
programmes and actively build street committees in order to achieve the building of safer
communities where our people can live in a secured, comfortable and peaceful
environment.
• Makana Sports Council – in this regard, we will improve the working relations and we will
ensure that 15% of the municipal grants that are supposed to be ringfenced for sports
development, are invested appropriately to upgrade, maintain and improved sports
infrastructure and facilities. We shall remove the municipal red tape to make it easier for all
sporting codes in Makana to grow and produce professionals who will compete provincially,
nationally and internationally, to showcase that Makana has talent. We will ensure sports
development is relocated to the office of the Executive Mayor where the Mayor will assign
one of the PR councillors to be responsible for all sports affairs.
We will also explore a management model where Makana Sports Council will have
autonomy to manage some of our sports facilities, such as the indoor sports centre. There
will be strict monitoring, evaluation and accountability to the municipality. We shall invest
in sports development by ensuring that we appoint a sports development officer who will
be located in the Executive Mayor’s office. We shall convene a Sports Indaba where we will
develop, jointly, a strategic blueprint document for sports development in our city. We shall
audit all funds that have been committed by the municipality for sports development and
how these funds have been utilised by the previous administration.
• Labour – we shall work hard to improve the relations with the labour component and work
towards resolving issues such as salary inequalities, municipal grades and work towards
promoting labour peace and invest in skills development for the empowerment of workers.

5. An over arching manifesto, service delivery priorities
and ten-point plan
The MCF will ensure that:
5.1 The needs of each ward are assessed, and priorities set in consultation with their ward
committees in the following key areas:
-

sewage provision and maintenance (eliminate bucket toilets)
water provision and security
waste management and refuse removal
housing
electricity supply and security
road provision and maintenance
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-

aesthetics (management of grass, trees cemeteries)
public recreation areas, sporting and cultural facilities, and children’s playgrounds
food security and social development
health facilities, disability support and substance abuse facilities
communications

5.2 That delivery of municipal operations are improved through oversight, access to information
and communication as follows:
-

-

the municipality will comply with the relevant planning and development policies of the
country
municipal budgets, income and expenditure reports, audit reports, service level
agreements, performance management agreements, minutes of Council and committee
meetings etc are published on the municipal website and social media channels
all municipal officials implicated in material irregularities and other forms of financial
misconduct will be investigated and reported to law enforcement agencies
the employment contracts of accounting officers who aided and abetted corrupt activities
through the dereliction of duties will be terminated
the Municipal Public Accounts Committee and Internal Audit Committee is strengthened
and sufficiently capacitated and supported by management, working towards a clean
auditor-general report in 2022/23

5.3 The financial viability of Makana municipality will be improved as follows:
-

-

financial discipline will be exercised, the municipality will seek to increase the gathering of
business and residential rates, and improve relationships with the community via better
communications and improved service delivery
the municipality will seek to improve the collection of service payments by providing
regular reading of bulk and residential meters
the municipality will plan for the accumulation of adequate capital reserves
Ensure that the equitable share is increased and used for service delivery
and improve the billing system

5.4 A business-friendly environment will be created to encourage job creation and sustainability:
-

all tenders will be subjected to an open and transparent process
the local economic development unit will be reviewed with the intention to unlock
economic benefits for the local community
an incentive policy will be implemented for investors and local economic developments
improve municipal capacity for by-law enforcement
the municipality will work towards good quality education for all and will work to create
effective and consistent service delivery
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Our Ten-Point Plan
The following ten point plan is based on the practical needs of our people. During our community
meetings, the people expressed their frustrations. They are sick and tired of the current service
delivery collapse and its negative impact, hence the Makana Citizens Front was born.
Having listened to the daily hardships and sufferings, the following ten-point plan is our
commitment and service delivery priorities that we shall implement as part of our first 100 days in
office when we take over:

No councillor will be paid without
submitting a written report that
will be verified

1.
FIX BROKEN
MUNICIPAL
SERVICE
DELIVERY
MACHINERY

Implement
oversight and
monitoring and
evaluation

No official will be paid a salary
without submitting a report on
their area of responsibility (from
the mayor to the ordinary
worker)
Salaries paid based on evidence
that the work has been done

Audits

Constituency input into
whether services are being
delivered

Consequence
management for lazy
and corrupt staff and
councillors

2.
CLEAN
ADMINISTRATION

Introduce a culture
of performance
excellence

Incompetent officials
will be removed
Nepotism and sex or
payment for jobs will
be punishable
offences
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Fix the water and sewage
system

3. STOP
INFRASTRUCTURE
DECAY

Repair all potholes and tar
or pave all roads

Ensure all garbage is
removed regularly and
renovate council buildings

END gender-based
violence (GBV) and
municipal support for
GBV survivors

4. BUILD SAFER
COMMUNITIES

Campaign against
Austerity
Campaign for a
Basic Income Grant
(BIG) for residents
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Minimise
outsourcing which is
costly

5. REVIEW THE
TENDER SYSTEM

Use local expertise
for all tenders
Residents of the
ward to be employed
on projects in their
ward

Explore a new wind
farm and solar energy
co-operatives

6. ESTABLISH
ALTERNATIVE
RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOURCES

Electricity to be
accessible to all
residents
Water harvesting
projects in all wards
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Municipality to be
people-centred and
people driven

7. REBUILD PUBLIC
CONFIDENCE IN
MAKANA

All activities and
work to be
transparent to the
community
Municipality will
account to the
community

All municipal land to be
identified

8. USE
MUNICIPAL
LAND FOR THE
BENEFIT OF ALL
RESIDENTS

Municipal land to be allocated
to co-operatives for
community food gardens

Municipality to focus on
massive food production to
fight hunger and poverty;
Establish local markets so
that people can eat fresh
produce
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Fast track youth skills
programmes such as bricklaying,
plumbing, electrical artisan,
welding, plastering, painting,
other technical and building skills

9. PROMOTE
SOCIAL YOUTH
PROGRAMME

Youth training programmes will
make them employable
anywhere in the country
All youth to be working
All municipal projects to have
social impact on youth poverty
and youth unemployment

Restore the Rule of
Law

10. ETHICAL
TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

Promote good governance
and ethical municipal
leadership
Zero tolerance on corruption
and promote clean,
transparent administration
and decision making
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6. Practical evidence of the living conditions of our
people

Danile Malinga walks past one of the many places where sewage has leaked from
broken drains for the past 3 years. It has been neglected and when it overflows
there is flooding in Mr Malinga’s yard. This is the most dehumanizing situation. The
MCF undertakes to fix sewerage spillages in the entire Makana.

Welekazi Makina who lives in Tantyi, struggles to get water as the
communal tap is broken and the municipality refuses to fix it.
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This area in Joza was supposed to be a mobi-gym for youth. More
than R800 000 was invested by social development and the site was
then neglected and abandoned. It is now being used as a dump.

A giant illegal dumpsite in KwaNdancama next to Mfanandini Tavern in Ward 9.
The residents who stay next to the dump have become sick from the dead dogs
and cats that are dumped there. The smell is unbearable and has lowered the
dignity of our people. Even when they clean their homes within an hour, the
garbage blows in and the homes are left in a mess again. The Makana Citizens
Front will ensure that we remove all illegal dumpsites to restore the dignity of our
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people so that they can live in a clean and healthy environmentally sustainable
environment.

Sewerage and leaking fresh water mix together and flow through Joza.

Babalwa Dike stands in her front yard which is soaked in sewage.
[photos by Daylin Paul and Bonile Bam for New Frame]
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7. Ward-Based Manifestos and Service Delivery
Priorities
Introduction
From the time of its formation, the Makana Citizens Front interacted with all communities,
engaging residents everywhere about how the current and ongoing municipal service delivery
collapse has impacted on their lives.
Amongst other activities that we have embarked upon is community photo shooting with
candidates, and videos highlighting the terrible conditions that residents of Makana live under.
We have also taken the SABC to the different sites of Makhanda to engage with communities
where ordinary citizens were able to express their daily hardships and suffering. We have
convened press conferences where we launched our election campaign programme.
We have issued media statements about problems in Makana and we have visited the family of a
13 year old boy who tragically passed away due to municipal neglect of an open trench and we
offered our support.
The MCF has held community meetings every day for several weeks where we recorded all
residents’ burning issues and introduced the MCF ward candidates. The MCF has also conducted
door to door campaigning, and has blitzed the central shopping area distributing flyers - the
reception has been very positive and good.
Our ward councillor candidates have all developed manifestos based on their interactions with
residents in their wards:
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8. Conclusion
Finally, Makana Citizens Front has arrived. We call upon all residents and citizens of Makana who
deeply love their glorious City of Saints not to waste their vote but give MCF a chance and vote the
MCF on the 1st of November.
Please, let’s all remember, another 5 years with the ANC in power in Makana will be a death
sentence.
Our commitment to the voters, residents of Makana and the entire business community, is that if
you vote us into power, we commit to the following:
• We shall restore a new culture of performance excellence with consequence management.
• We will put in place and ensure from municipal manager to directors to supervisors that
they sign performance management contracts.
• We commit to install a new administration that is accountable and transparent with
monitoring, oversight and evaluation systems that we will put in place.
• We will ensure that we introduce a peoples’ budgeting and planning process for service
delivery priorities where communities will be at the centre.
• We shall restore the rule of law and fire corrupt officials and arrest thieves who have looted
our municipality to the ground.
• We shall follow and demand financial recovery amongst those who are beneficiaries of
Kabuso forensic corruption report.
• We will organize the business community who will be consulted and who will have a greater
say in the selection of senior managers and directors in the municipality.
• We shall prioritise local business and the best lawyers in the town. There will be no more
hire of expensive lawyers from out of town when we have good lawyers in our community
and we shall create an environment that is conducive for business and investors.

Dissolve Corruption! Zizojika Izinto!
Ontbind Korrupsie!
People Shall Govern!!

Vote Makana Citizens Front - MCF
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